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 ABSTRACT: Gesture recognition enables humans to communicate with the machine and interact naturally 

without any mechanical devices. Till now human can interact with computer through input devices like mouse 

and keyboard or technologies like Graphical User Interface, Command Line Interface, touch user interface, 

motion tracking interface. The use of gestures to convey information is an important part of human 

communication. Hand gesture recognition is widely used in many applications, such as in computer games, 

machinery control and thorough mouse replacement. Hand gestures can be classified into two categories: static 

and dynamic. Hand gesture recognition approach works on the three main phases i.e. object detection, tracking 

of object, and gesture recognition. In this survey paper different hand gesture recognition methods and issues 

are explained. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Non-verbal communication includes various gestures of body parts, mostly face and hand. In human being the 

oldest method of communication is gesture [3]. In early ages the way of communication for men to share the 

information of food, source of water, information about their enemy, request for help etc. Though gestures are 

used widely for different applications. This includes human-robot interaction, sign language recognition, 

interactive games, vision-based augmented reality etc. Another major application of gestures is found for 

making the passengers aware about the safety features by the airhostess [3]. For communication by the people at 

a visible, but not audible distance and for the physically challenged people (mainly the deaf and dumb) gesture 

is the only method. Another area where hand gesture recognition has been successfully used is human robot 

interaction. Keyboard and mouse can be used in 2D world, but the control of a robot needs a 3D space. Hand 

gesture is most suitable for such purposes. Different algorithms and features are used by different researchers for 

recognition purpose. 

                                  Body language is an important way of interaction among humans, adding emphasis to 

voice messages or even being complete messages by itself [1]. Gesture is a form of non-verbal communication 

using various body parts, mostly hand and face. Gesture recognition systems could be used for improving 

human-machine interaction. This type of interfaces would allow human user to control remotely through hand 

postures a wide variety of devices. Gestures are used widely for different applications like human- robot 

interaction, sign language recognition, interactive games, vision-based augmented reality, making passengers 

aware about the safety features during driving etc. For communication at the people at a visible, but not audible 

distance, gesture is the only method [2]. 

                                  Hand gesture can be classified in two types i.e. Static and Dynamic gestures. Static gesture 

is also called posture which refers only a single image corresponding to a single command. Stop sign is an 

example of static gesture. Static gesture is simple and need less computational power. Sequence of postures is 

called as gesture which is called as dynamic gesture [2]. Dynamic gesture is intended to change over a period of 

time and it is complex. A waving hand means goodbye is an example of dynamic gesture. 

                                    The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents overview of gesture 

recognition. Section III presents approaches of gesture recognition. Gesture Recognition methods are discussed 

in section IV. Section V presents various applications of gesture recognition. Section VI present different issues 

related to hand gesture recognition. Finally, conclusion is presented in section VII. 

 

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

Hand gesture recognition system has four different phases to find out the gesture. They are data acquisition, 

hand segmentation and pre-processing, feature extraction and finally the recognition [3]. The hand image is 

captured by suitable input device or take existing video as input. The image is segmented to locate the hand 

from the (cluttered) background and other parts of the body and thereafter the image is processed to remove 

noises, to detect edges/ contours, to normalize for generating the simplest and desired model [3]. The features 

are extracted from the segmented and pre-processed image for recognition. Any gesture recognition system 
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works according to following steps first acquiring the input image from camera, filtering, segmentation, feature 

extraction and classification [3].Following figure 1 shows the basic gesture recognition steps. 

 

                         
                                              Fig. 1: Basic steps of Gesture Recognition [4] 

 

3. GESTURE RECOGNITION APPROACHES 

      Hand Gesture recognition approaches can be classified into various categories. 

I. Data glove based approaches: 
                Data Glove, based approach uses a glove-type device which could detect hand position, movement 

and finger bending. In this approach user require to wear a glove like device, which uses sensors that can sense 

the movements of hands and fingers, and pass the  orientation, and hand configurations [8] [7]. 

II. Vision based approaches: 
                In this approach user not require to wear anything. Instead the system requires only camera (s), which 

are used to capture the images of hands for interaction between human and computers. Vision based approach is 

simple, natural and convenience [16]. 

III. Color glove based approaches: 

                Color glove based approaches represent a compromise between data glove based approaches and 

vision based approaches. Marked gloves or colored markers are gloves that worn by the human hand [5] with 

some colors to direct the process of tracking the hand and locating the palm and fingers [6], which provide the 

ability to extract geometric features necessary to form hand shape [5]. 

 

4. GESTURE RECOGNITION METHODS 

             The task of assigning a feature vector or a set of features to predefined classes in order to recognize any 

gesture is called as classification. After analysis and modelling of input hand image is done, to recognize the 

gesture, classification methods can be used. There are number of classification methods that can be used for 

recognizing gesture from which some of them can be describe below. 

I. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

                    SVM is a non-linear classifier which is reported as producing superior classification results 

compared to other methods. The idea is to non-linearly map the input data to some high dimensional space, 

where the data can be linearly separated, thus providing great classification (or regression) performance [8]. One 

of the bottlenecks of SVM is the large number of support vectors used from the training set to perform 

classification (regression) tasks. To performing linear classification, SVMs can efficiently perform non-linear 

classification using what is called the kernel trick, implicitly mapping their inputs into high-dimensional feature 

space. 

II. Dynamic time warping (DTW) 
                  It has long been used to find the optimal alignment of the signals. The DTW algorithm calculates the 

difference between each possible pair of points out of two signals in term of their associated feature values [6] 

[8]. By using these distances they calculate a cumulative distance matrix and find the least expensive path 

through this matrix. This path represents the ideal warp- the synchronization of the two signals which causes the 

feature distance between their synchronized points to be minimized. The signals are normalized and smoothed 

before the distances between points are calculated [6]. DTW has been used in various fields, such as speech 

recognition, data mining, and movement recognition. DTW mainly focused on speeding up the algorithm whose 

complexity is quadratic in the length of the series. 

 

III. K-Means 

The k-means problem is to determine k points called centers so as to minimize the clustering error, defined as 

the sum of the distances of all data points to their respective cluster centers [6]. This classification finds 

statistically similar groups in multi- spectral space. The most commonly used k-means algorithm is -

means and Mac-Queens k-means algorithm. 
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IV. Hidden Marko Model (HMM) 

A HMM is defined as a set of states of which one state is the initial state, a set of output symbols, and a set of 

state transitions [6] [8]. Each state transition is represented by the state from which the transition starts, the state 

to which transition moves, the output symbol generated, and the probability that the transition [8]. The state 

transitions represent the probability that a certain hand position transitions into another: the corresponding 

output symbol represents a specific posture and sequence of output symbols represent a hand gesture. The HMM 

with the highest forward probability determines the user’s most likely gesture. 

 

5. APPLICATIONS 
This section includes applications of vision based hand gesture recognition. 

I. Sign Language 

Sign language is the natural way of communication of hearing and/or speech impaired people. Various vision 

based gesture recognition methods have been embedded into sign language interpreters [20]. Usually, a capture 

device is used to find and track hands and record the shapes and trajectories of hands, which are represented by 

feature vectors. After being matched to corresponding signs, the feature vectors are compared against a grammar 

library to determine whether the signs make sense in a grammar context. 

II. Robot control 

The signal must not only indicate the desired response, but also which device to be controlled. The system 

consists of a robot unit, a video or infrared camera affixed to the robot unit for capturing hand images, a gesture 

recognition unit and a gesture databases. It is also possible to use train robots to learn new gestures in an online 

or interactive manner. 

III. Television Control 

Hand postures and gestures are used for controlling the Television device. In a set of hand gesture or particular 

count of finger are used to control the TV activities, such as turning the TV on and off, increasing and 

decreasing the volume, muting the sound, and changing the channel using open and close hand[8]. 

 

6. ISSUES IN GESTURE RECOGNITION  

This section includes issues generated in gesture recognition method. 

I. Change in illumination 

When there is a change in the illumination condition, the system fails to recognize properly. Even if there is 

variation in lighting condition between the training dataset and inputs, some system fails to recognize. 

II. Difficult background 
Most of the work can be done in uniform background for recognizing hand. But in real-time gesture recognition, 

uniform background is not desirable or available. 

III. Skin-like-colored objects 

Sometimes objects with similar color that of human skin may be present in the environment and this leads to 

confusion of the recognition systems. 

IV. Special hardware 
A number of special hardware, like Range camera, 3D depth sensor, Data gloves has been used. 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

Hand gesture recognition finding its application for non-verbal communication between human and computer. 

With the increase in applications, the gesture recognition system demands lots of research in different directions. 

Hand gesture can be recognized easily, and actions performed depends on gesture movement are the primary 

focus of many researchers. In this paper, various approaches of hand gesture recognition can be given. Also 

different gesture recognition methods can be discussed in this work. Issues in hand gesture recognition can also 

discuss. 
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